In order to study the p53 mutations in head and neck cancer, we explored the relationship between the different positions of the bases and the amino acids' physical and chemical properties. In this paper, the Euclidean distance (d) was defined. Furthermore, by using improved variation coefficient method, the Euclidean named as weighted Euclidean distance (d*) was weighted, and then the p53 oncogene mutations in head and neck cancer was analyzed by using d and d*. The method based on the d* can judge which position of the bases had changed more obviously. When d* was more than 1.5, the second base, as well as the physical and chemical properties of amino acids, changed. In contrast, when d* was less than 1.2, the first or the third base changed, but the physical and chemical properties of amino acids were not changed. The results therefore show that the second base has the greatest influence on amino acids, the first has smaller influence, and the third has less impact on the physical and chemical properties of amino acids.
INTRODUCTION
The p53 is a gene that codes for a protein that regulates the cell cycle and hence functions as a tumor suppressor. It is very important in maintaining genetic stability and regulating the cell cycle. However, when the wild p53 mutates, it can change the normal gene, whether human or animal, into the cancer gene. Thus it leads the human and animal to suffer from cancer. A lot of results (An et al., 2002; Joseph et al., 1999; Bodey et al., 1997) show that many human cancers are related to the p53 gene mutations, for example, lung cancer, throat cancer, breast cancer and so on.
The main aim of this paper was to explore the p53 mutations in head and neck cancer impacting on the physical and chemical properties of amino acids. A foundation research and application of the Codon Bias of Human p53 tumor protein had been analyzed (Kong and Ping, 2011) . In addition, a lot of results about DNA sequences have been obtained by using algebra *Corresponding author. E-mail: zhuping@jiangnan.edu.cn. Tel: 13861449741. (Sanchez et al., 2005; Sanchez et al., 2006; Sanchez and Grau, 2009; Yan and Ping, 2010; Zhu et al., 2011) . First, in order to establish the algebraic model, Sanchez et al. (2005) proposed a new base `O' which expressed insertion or deletion basic group. They not only analyzed the genetic code rule, but also conducted the gene mutation in a deep research. Secondly, Sanchez et al. (2006) proposed a novel Lie algebra of the genetic code over the Galois field of four DNA bases. They also suggested the genetic code Boolean lattice. According to Lie algebra of the genetic code over the Galois field of four DNA bases, they obtained the physicochemical property and biological information contained in DNA sequence.
Furthermore, in 2009, a new base `D', which symbolizes one (or more) alternative hypothetical base(s) or dummy variables with non-specific pairings presented in primeval RNA and DNA molecules, was introduced (Sanchez and Grau, 2009) for establishing the evolution model. Then they described the mutation pathways in the molecular evolution process. In 2010, the foundations of the results researched by Sanchez et al. (2005 Sanchez et al. ( , 2006 and Ping and Yan (2010) established a new algebraic structure. Bases `O', `P' and `D', were introduced when the normal gene became the cancer one, where
. Then, the extended triplet set ) 7 ( 3 GF was established. Thus, the p53 mutation gene was studied by using the algebraic operation. Finally, Ping and Yan
Meanwhile, the distance of codons was defined and the changes of the amino acids' physical and chemical properties when the normal gene became cancerous were pointed out.
It is clear that the codon has the close relation with the amino acids' physical and chemical properties. Many findings (Xue et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2003) had indicated the relationship of the codon evolution and the amino acid reciprocity, the inner link of the codon and the amino acids' physical and chemical properties, and the remarkable related or inverse correlation between the codon and amino acid. The amino acids having U at the second position of their codons are hydrophobic (Woese, 1965) ; the amino acids with A at the second position are hydrophilic (Crick, 1968) ; the amino acids with C at the second position have their polarities in middle; while the amino acids with G at the second position follow any regularity in their polarities (Grantham, 1974) . Thus it can be seen that the codon mutation decides the amino acids' physical and chemical properties. The hydrophobicity of amino acids affects the structure and function of proteins. However, the structure and function of proteins (Dewu et al., 2009) is one of the hot topics in biology. Therefore, the reliable basis can be provided by investigating the situation of the gene mutation in cancers to design the new protein.
Meanwhile, it provides the reasonable target to molecular structure for the new medicine design.
In this paper, the Euclidean distance of codons was defined. According to the weighted Euclidean distance (Smith, 2000) , the Euclidean distance was weighted by using improved variation coefficient method (Wu, 2002) . So the new weighted Euclidean distance was obtained, then the p53 gene mutations in head and neck cancer were analyzed by using these two kinds of distance. By comparing with the Euclidean distance, it was found that the new weighted Euclidean distance was more meaningful in studying the amino acids' physical and chemical properties.
THEORETICAL MODEL

Algebraic structure
The algebraic structures of genetic code have been established by using the extended DNA or RNA, such as {O, A, C, G, U} (Sanchez et al., 2005) , {D, A, C, G, U} (Sanchez and Grau, 2009 ) and {D, A，C, O, G, T, P} (Yan and Ping, 2010) . Particularly, a new ) (7 3 GF (Yan and Ping, 2010) over the set of extended DNA or RNA alphabet ={ , , , , , , } C D A C O G T P was defined, and the extended triplet set 343 C (Yan and Ping, 2010) of oncogene was also defined. Then the relationship ϕ :
for the extended ordered set { , , , , , , } D A C O G T P the bijection f was defined as:
In order to explain some relations of the codon mutation and amino acid from the algebraic angle, we selected the p53 gene mutations in head and neck cancer (Peltonen et al., 2010) . In the foundation of the establishment algebra theoretical model, the selected p53 gene was transformed to the codons of 343 C by the relationship ϕ ： 343 3 7 C ) ( GF → (Yan and Ping, 2010) . A changed regulation will be used, namely from DDD toUUU . Thus it will provide the correct and powerful foundation for the distance that was defined in this paper.
Distance between codons
In order to discuss and analyze the p53 mutations in head and neck cancer impacting on the physical and chemical properties of amino acids, we defined the Euclidean distance between codons in the established algebraic structure 3 ) 7 ( GF (Ping et al., 2011) and the Euclidean distance in algebra. The formula is as follows:
Definition 1:
, This is defined as the Euclidean distance between the two codons.
Definition 2:
This is defined as the weighted Euclidean distance between the two codons; where, ij ω (i=X、Y、Z，j=1, 2).
It is well-known that there is an association between the second-position base and hydrophobicity (Qi et al., 2004) . Chiusano et al. (2000) pointed out that the nucleotide frequencies in the second codon positions of genes are remarkably different for the coding regions that correspond to different secondary structures in the encoded proteins. Indeed, hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids were encoded by codons having U or A, respectively, in their second position. According to the codon degeneracy, the third base had less impact on the physical and chemical properties of amino acids. Therefore, according to the three positions of codon impacting on hydrophobic and hydrophilic of amino acids, the three positions' weights were selected as: 2:4:1. The following is to work out the weights of
ω ω ω ω ω ω ω stand for the weighs).
Improved variation coefficient method
Variation coefficient method (Wu, 2002) :
Where i
x is the average of various targets, ii s is variance, ji x is the value of the j appraised object in the i. Thus the variation
Since i v is made in normalized processing, the weights i ω of various targets can be obtained as:
In statistics, the information of target variation is weighed by the variance, but with the influence of various targets dimension and magnitude, various targets' variances have no comparison. Therefore, various targets coefficient of variation which could be comparable should be selected. To get the weights of various targets, we made various targets coefficients normalized processing. In this paper, i v was improved to make the weight more objective, according to the internal variation information content and the extent of fluctuation which were provided by each target. Hence, Juanjuan and Ping 1851
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The selected p53 gene mutations in head and neck cancer were analyzed by using d and d * . The results can be seen from Table 1 . From the data in the Table, it could be observed that the method based on the d* can judge which position of the bases had changed more obviously as follows:
1. When the first position of the base changed, almost all the weighted Euclidean distance d* of the mutated p53 in head and neck cancer were less than 1.2. Only the d* in H&N20 and H&N3 reached 4.92, and both of these tow mutations appeared on Exon 7. Moreover A, which is at the first position of the base, changed into C [In 3 ) 7 ( GF (Ping et al., 2011) changed into P]. In addition, the hydrophobicity of amino acid has never been changed though it can cause the corresponding macromolecule amino acid becoming a micromolecule (or the micromolecule into the macromolecule).
2. When the second position of the base changed, almost all the weighted Euclidean distance d* of the mutated p53 in head and neck cancer were more than 1.5. Only the d* in H&N63 was 0.66, which was less than 1. The mutation appears on Exon 6. Moreover C , which is at the second position of the base, was changed to T [In 3. When the third position of the base changed, all the weighted Euclidean distance d* of the mutated p53 in head and neck cancer were less than 1.2, and the corresponding macromolecule amino acid becomes a micromolecule (or the micromolecule becomes a macromolecule). The hydrophobicity of amino acid was not changed as well. Through the calculation, the average d* of the first base mutation which was more than the third base mutation was found. Though the first and the third position of the base of the mutated p53 gene in head and neck cancer have less impact on the hydrophobicity of amino acid, the first position has much influence than the third one.
In summary, the p53 gene mutations in head and neck cancer are analyzed by using d and d*. The method based on the d* can judge which position of the bases has changed more apparently. Thus the relationship between the different positions of the bases and the physical and chemical properties of amino acids can be analyzed thoroughly. When d* is more than 1.5, the second position of base changes, and at the same time, the hydrophobicity of amino acid is changed. When d* is less than 1.2, the first or the third position of base changes without changing the hydrophobicity of amino acid. However, the average d* of the first base mutation was more than the third base mutation by calculation. Hence, we concluded that the second base has the greatest influence on amino acids; that is to say, it can change the physical and chemical properties of amino acids. The first base has a little influence on amino acids. It, however, has much influence than the third one, though it cannot change the physical and chemical properties of amino acids.
Conclusions
In this paper the Euclidean distance named d was defined on the basis of the established algebraic structure 3 ) 7 ( GF (Ping et al., 2011) . Furthermore, the Euclidean distance was weighted by using improved variation coefficient method, named weighted Euclidean distance d*. We pointed out that the method based on the d* can judge which position of the bases has changed more obviously. The hydrophobicity of amino acid of the mutated p53 in head and neck cancer was analyzed by calculating the weighted Euclidean distance d*. When the second position of base changed, it could change the hydrophobicity of amino acid. However, when the first or the third position of base changed, it could not change the hydrophobicity of amino acid. The results therefore show that the second base had the greatest influence on amino acids, the first had smaller influence, while the third had less impact on the physical and chemical properties of amino acids.
Furthermore, by analyzing the hydrophobicity of amino acid, the change of the protein's structure in head and neck cancer could be obtained when the normal gene becomes cancerous. This result provides a reasonable target molecular structure to the new medicine member design and has a positive value in the treatment of cancer. The findings of this paper therefore have certain significance, especially in biology and medicine.
